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Summary 

The theory is developed of the structure of a stream of electrons and ions drifting 
under the action of a uniform field and diffusing in a gas when either or both ionization 
by collision and electron attachment are present. The cases considered include a point 
source and a line source, and in the latter case the influence of a magnetic field is discussed. 

The investigation provides a theoretical basis for methods of measuring electron 
attachment, about to be put into practice. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the well-known method devised by Townsend for studying the motions 
--+ 

of slow electrons in gases (Townsend 1916) the ratio WID of the drift velocity W 
to the coefficient of diffusion D is found by measuring the distribution of electrons 
in a stream moving through the gas in a steady state of motion in a uniform 

--> 

electric field. When separate measurements are made of the drift velocity W 
for a range of values of the ratio Zip, of the electric field strength to the pressure 
p of the gas, of which ratio Wand W IpD are functions, then the dependence of 
pD upon Zip may be deduced. 

From the quantities WID, W, D, and p the microscopic details of the motion, 
such as mean energy of agitation Q of the electrons, the collisional cross sections 
of the molecules, and the mean rate at which electrons lose energy in collisions 
with molecules, are found as functions of Zip (e.g. Healey and Reed 1941; 
Townsend 1947; Loeb 1955; Huxley 1957). 

The experimental procedure is essentially as follows: a stream of electrons, 
having already acquired a steady state of motion in a uniform field Z, enters the 
diffusion chamber through an aperture (circular or rectangular) and moves 
through the gas under the same uniform field Z to a receiving electrode which is 
divided into separately insulated sections. In one method of division there is a 
central disk surrounded by one or more concentric annuli; in another, there is a 
central strip flanked by other strips or the remaining portions of the electrode. 

The ratio R of the currents to any two portions of the electrode can be 
calculated in terms of WID for a given apparatus, consequently, when the ratio 
of the currents is measured, WID may be immediately derived from it. 

* Department of Physics, University of Adelaide. 
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If the centre of the aperture of entry of the stream is taken as the origin of 

coordinates and the direction of drift W as the axis Oz, then the differential 
equation for the distribution of the concentration n of the electrons in unit 
volume in the steady stream is 

\j2n=(WjD)onjoz, .................. (1) 

a solution of which, satisfying the boundary conditions, is found and from it 
the ratio R (dimensions of apparatus, WjD) is calculated. In Townsend's work, 
since the dimensions of the aperture of entry to the diffusion chamber could not 
usually be considered as mathematically small in comparison with the dimensions 
of the chamber, the appropriate solutions of (1) were in the form of infinite series 
which were not convenient for calculating the ratio R. However, if the aperture 
is made small it may be regarded as a point source and simple solutions are found 
in the form of pole or dipole sources which with suitable image sources satisfy the 
boundary condition n=O over the receiving electrode. The calculation of R is 
then a simple matter (Huxley and Zaazou 1949; Crompton, Huxley, and Sutton 
1953). 

In practice the pole solution (Crompton and Huxley 1955) 

n=(Sj4rr:Dr) exp [A(z-r)], } .............. (2) 
2A=WjD, 

together with a suitable image source accurately describes the actual distribution 
of n in the diffusion chamber. 

The quantity S is the rate at which the pole source emits electrons. 
Equation (1) and its solutions refer to situations in which electrons are 

neither lost to the stream by attachment to molecules to form negative ions nor 
gained by ionization of the molecules by collision. When either or both these 
processes are present to an important degree equation (1) and its solutions no 
longer accurately describe the distribution of n in the stream and that of the 
current over the receiving electrode. When the process of electron attachment 
occurs the stream becomes enriched with negative ions whose distribution is not 
precisely known. Many years ago V . .A. Bailey (Healey and Reed 1941; Loeb 
1955) devised methods for measuring the coefficient of attachment of electrons 
in such streams in which the unknown functions representing the distribution 
of negative ions, both entering the chamber and formed in the chamber by 
attachment, were eliminated by special but somewhat complicated experimental 
procedures . 

.Another special situation of interest is that in which ionization by collision 
is present and it is required to measure the mean energy of agitation of the 
electrons. 

In view of the practical importance of measurements of coefficients of 
attachment and of ionization, in what follows the theory of the diffusing stream 
of electrons in a gas is extended to include the effects of electron attachment 
and ionization by collision. 

New experimental procedures for measuring attachment coefficients and 
agitational energies Q in the presence of ionization are also discussed. 
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II. EXTENSION OF THE THEORY TO INCLUDE THE EFFECTS OF ELECTRON 

ATTACHMENT AND IONIZATION BY COLLISION 

Consider the distribution of the concentration n of the electrons in a steady 
stream in which W is drift speed and D the coefficient of diffusion of the electrons. 
Adopt a system of coordinates in which the axis Oz is parallel to the direction 

--+ 
of W. 

Let v be the collisional frequency of an electron moving with a velocity of 
agitation c and suppose that the probability of attachment in single collisions 
of such electrons is f. It follows that the number of attachments that occur 
in time dt in an element of volume d"C" containing nd"C" electrons is (fv)nd"C"dt, 
where (j;;) is the mean value of fv averaged over all speeds c. Similarly, if g is 
the probability of ionization by collision in single collisions, the number of new 
electrons and positive ions produced in d"C" in time dt is (gv)nd"C"dt. The equation 
of continuity for n is therefore 

dnjdt=D'\l2n- W· grad n-(J;-jiJ)n. 

In a steady stream dnjdt=O, and when W= W z equation (3) reduces to 

'\l2n =2"Aanjaz +2"Arm, 

where 2"A= WjD and 2"Arx=(fv--gv)jD. It follows from (4) that 

(3) 

( 4) 

rx=(f~-jiJ)jW =rxa-rxi • • •.•••••.••...•. (5) 

The concentration N in unit volume of the negati've ions in the stream satisfies 
the differential equation 

D I'\l2N = WIaNjaz-rxa Wn, .............. (6) 

where DI and WI are respectively the coefficient of diffusion and speed of drift 
of negative ions. 

In what follows it is assumed that electrons enter the diffusion chamber 
through a small aperture which may be regarded as a point source. 

Place the origin of coordinates at the aperture and let the axis Oz be parallel 
--+ 

to the direction of W (that is, antiparallel to the field Z). The receiving electrode 
coincides with the plane z=h. Radial distances from the origin are denoted 
by r=(x2+y2+z2)!. 

( a) Distribution of n 

Write n=eAZV in equation (4); then after reduction this equation becomes 

The solution of this equation representing a simple pole source is 

V = constant X e-[.tT jr, 

and the corresponding solution of equation (4) is 

(7) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (8) 

in which the constant s is the number of electrons emitted by the source in unit 
time. 

E 
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In order to make n=O over the plane of the receiving electrode, z=h, when 
the electrode is absent, place an image source of suitable strength and negative 
sign at the point (0,0,2h) to give the following distribution of n: 

n= (sj41tD)e"Az(e-(1.'jr -e-(1.r' jr'), (9) 
where 

r2=p2+z2, r'2=p2+(2h-z)2, p2=X2+y2. 

Equation (9) gives the distribution of n within the diffusion chamber to a good 
approximation in practice, since n is small over the plane z=O except near the 
origin (e.g. Orompton and Huxley 1955). 

In order to calculate the current to an annular division a<,p<,b of the 
receiving electrode (z=h; n=O) it is necessary first to find (onjoz)p at the plane 
z=h. 

When p is constant, rdr=zdz; r'dr' = -(2h-z)dz. 

From equation (9) 

(~~t =An+ 4;D[~ . ~(e~(1.') +ehr~z)d~,(e~~'') ]eAz. 

On the plane z=h; r=r'; n=O; pdp=rdr, 

(an) __ s_. eM 2h . ddr (e-r (1.'). 
OZ z~h - 41tD r 

The current carried by diffusion to the annulus a <, p <,b is 

(i)ab= -21tEDfb (o';:jn) pdp 
a uZ z-h 

(10) 

where E is the electronic charge; d~=a2+h2; d~=b2+h2. 
The total electronic current to the whole electrode (a=O; b= 00) is 

But from equation (7), fL2_ A2=2AiX; (fL-A)=2AiXj(fL+A), so that when 
2AiX-<A2, fL~A, fL-A~iX. 

In this event, 
(12) 

(b) Ionization by Collision 

When iXa=O, then iX=-iXi and equations (11) and (12) become 

i=ioe(A-(1.)h; i~ioelXih, .............. (13) 

which is Townsend's well-known formula for the growth of current with increasing 
electrode separation h in a uniform field when ionization by collision is present_ 
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It is seen that the quantity found from the exponential growth of currents 
between plane parallel electrodes is A - fl. and not lXi. In practice the difference 
between A-fl. and IX; would usually be unimportant. 

(c) Measurement of fl. when lXa=O 
The current to an annulus of the receiving electrode a<.p<.b is (equation 10) 

iab=esheJ1i[e-ILdajda-e-ILdbjdb] , . ...... ... (14) 

and that to another annulus o<'p<.k (o;>b) 

iCk=esheM[e-v.dcjdc -e-ILdkjdk]. ............ (15) 

The ratio R of these currents is independent of A and es and is a function of the 
dimensions h, a, b, 0, k and of fl.. Thus fl. may be found by measuring R in an 
apparatus in which h, a, b, 0, and k are known. Particular arrangements are: 
a=O, b=o, k= 00; or a=r!=O, b=o, k= 00. In such cases the formula for R is 
relatively simple. 

Thus by separate measurements (at the same values of Zjp) of A-fl. and of fl., 
both A and fl. and therefore IX j ={A2-fl.2)j2A can be found accurately. The mean 
agitational energy Q of the electrons in the stream is derived from A= W j2D. 
When both lXa and lXi are zero IX=O and A=fl., which is the case that is most 
frequently in'Vestigated. 

III. THE DISTRIBUTION OF NEGATIVE IONS 

This distribution is to be obtained as a solution of equation (6) in which 
n is distributed within the diffusion chamber according to equation (9). .A. 
formal solution of equation (6) is readily obtained either by the standard methods 
of potential theory using Green's formulae or from physical considerations 
as follows. 

Let d't' be an element of volume at the pointP{x,y,z) containing nd't' electrons. 
This element acts as a point source of negative ions whose strength (rate of 
emission) is lXa W nd't'. This source therefore contributes to the total concentration 
No of negative ions at a point Q{xo,yo,zo) an amount 

dN =(lXa Wnd't'j41tD1 ) exp [ -A1{r1-{zo-z)}]/rH 

where rl=[{xo-x)2+{Yo-y)2+{zo-z)2]i=distance PQ. 

The total concentration No is obtained by integrating over all elementary 
sources lXa W nd't' throughout the whole of space, devoid of electrodes, into which 
the original source of electrons s and its image at (O,O,h) are emitting. 
Whence, 

in which n is given by equation (9). 

Equation (16) is the particular solution of equation (6) and it gives the 
distribution of the concentration No of negative ions formed by electron 
attachment. 
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To this solution may be added a complementary function of equation (6) 
to allow for a stream of negative ions that may enter the diffusion chamber 
through the aperture of entry of the electrons. This complementary function is 

(17) 

where 0 is the strength of the source and r6=x6+Y6+z~. 

If the point Q(xo,yo,zo) lies on the receiving electrode, the flux of ions to an 
element of surface dB containing Q will be taken to be 

When the point Q is sufficiently removed from the axis Oz (Le. from the centre of 
the electrode) Nc becomes inappreciable and N =No• 

In practice the receiving electrode would be divided into a central disk 
p=a and two surrounding annular regions a<.p<'b, b<.p<. 00, the radius a of 
the disk being chosen large enough to ensure that all but an unimportant pro
portion of the ions in the stream Nc reach the central disk. In order to appreciate 
the rough order of magnitude of the radius a consider a practical case in which 
the stream Nc is of the form described in equation (17). 

According to equation (14) the proportion of the current carried by the 
ions Nc that impinge on the disk O<.p<.a is (A=fL=Al) 

But for ions, 2Al = W l/Dl =ZE/kT (k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute 
temperature, and E is the ionic charge). 

When T=288 oK, and Z is expressed in volt/cm this relationship reduces to 

Al =20·15Z. . ................. (18) 

"Since da =h(l +a2/h2)!, it follows that 

exp [-20·15Zh{(1+a2/h 2 )!-1}]=1_R. 
(1 +a2/h2 )! 

Suppose, as would be so in practice, that (a/h)2<:'1, then the condition becomes 

a~{(h/10Z) In [l/(l-R)]p. .. . . . . . . . . .. (19) 

SupposeR=90 per cent., thena=O '48(h/Z)!; ifR=95 per cent., thena=O '3(h/Z)!; 
if R=99 per cent., a=O ·68(h/Z)"'. 

Take, for instance, h=5 cm, Z=lO V/cm, then for R=90 per cent., a=0·33 cm; 
for R=95 per cent., a=O ·39 cm. 

The stream of electrons spreads, in general much more widely, since for 
electrons A=20 '15Z(Qo/Q), where Q /Qo is the ratio of the agitational energy of an 
electron to that of the molecules. The formula for a in terms of R now becomes 

a~{(hQ/10ZQo) In [l/(l-R)]}i. '" .... ... (20) 
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R=90 per cent., a=O '4S{hQ/ZQo)! ; 
R=95 per cent., a=O '3{hQ/ZQo)!' 
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Let R=90 per cent., h=5 cm, Z=10 V/cm, Q/Qo=10, then a=1·05 cm, whereas 
for ions a=O ·33 cm. 

It is therefore possible to examine the distribution of electrons n and the ions 
N in the outer regions of the mixed stream which are virtually uncontaminated 
by the ions No that have entered through the aperture . 

.Although equation (16) provides a formal solution of equation (6) it does 
not lead to a simple formula for the distribution of the ions N formed by the 
attachment of electrons to molecules from which computations can be made for 
the measurement of (J.a' It is therefore expedient to seek an approximate solution. 
To this end, advantage is taken of the fact of the disparity between A for electrons 
and Al for ions unless Q/Qo-+1, as explained above. In many practical situations 
of interest, the actual spread of the elementary stream of ions arising from a 
source (J.a W ndT is small and these ions impinge on a small area of the electrode 
about a point whose x,y coordinates are the same as that of the elementary 
volume dT. 

Consider a hypothetical case in which the elementary sources are distributed 
in a plane layer Z=ZI with thickness dz parallel to and at a distance l from the 
receiving electrode z=h and suppose that n is constant throughout the layer. 

Let N be the concentration of ions at a point x,y,h on the electrode and 
consider what portion of the plane of the sources contributes a specified proportion, 
say X of the concentration N of ions. The point O{x,y,z) is the point of inter
section of the normal to the electrode at (x,y,h) and the layer z=zl' 

The contribution of an annular source with centre 0, radius p, and width dp 
to N is 

where r2=p2+l2. 

Thus the contribution of the 
(pdp=rdr, 2Al = W 1/D1 ) 

exp {-Al{r-l)} d 
r - . p p, 

circular disk with centre 0 and radius a is 

The proportion of the total ionic current 1= E WINdS received by an element of 
area dS of the electrode that is contributed by the disk with radius a is 

XI=E(J.aWndz{l-exp [-A1{{l2+a2)!-l}]}. 

as a-+ 00, X -+ 1, consequently 1= E(J. W ndz. Whence 

X =l-exp [ -20 ·15Z{{l2+a2)!-l}]. . ...... , (21) 
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When a2jl2<1, the following expression for a is derivable from equation (21) 

a~{(lj10Z) In [lj(l-X)]}I. 

Since equations (19) and (22) are identical it follows that: 

X =90 per cent., a=O . 48(ljZ)iI ; 
X =95 per cent., a=O ·3(ljZ)1 ; 
X=99 per cent., a=0·68(ljZ) •. 

(22) 

For instance, if l=2 cm, Z=10 Vjcm, and X =99 per cent., then a=O ·30 cm. 
The total ionic current to a surface element dS of the electrode is carried in effect 
by ions that are formed in a small cylinder of the source layer centred on the 
normal to dS. When n is not uniform, but varies with radial distance, a good 
approximation to the current to dS is obtained in many cases by supposing that 
n is distributed uniformly throughout the layer with a value equal to that it 
possesses on the normal to dS. 

It follows that an approximation to the total ionic current to dS when n is 
distributed throughout the whole of space above the receiving electrode is to be 
found by integration of n along the normal to dS. The current is JdS, where 

J=e:otaWJk ndz. . ............... (23) 
-00 

This is the solution that is derived from equation (6) when the termV2N 
is omitted, that is to say, when ionic diffusion is neglected. In what follows it 
will be supposed that measurements are made under conditions in which the 
approximation implied by equation (23) is justified. 

IV. CALCULATION OF THE TOTAL CURRENT TO AN ANNULUS OF THE 

ELECTRODE 

The total current to an annulus a<p<b of the electrode is the sum of the 
electronic current iab given by equation (14) and the ionic current Iab=IJdS 

(equation (23)) taken over the surface of the annulus. To this may be added 
the contribution, if necessary, of the ions N c• 

(a) Ionic Ourrent 

Iab= J JdS=21te:otaW J~ooJ: npdpdz. . ....... (24) 

When the expression for n given in equation (9) is used and the integration 
is carried out with respect to p the following expression is obtained: 

e:ot SAJk Iab=_a- exp ("Az)[exp {-fl(a2+z2)i}-exp {-fl(b2+z2)i} 
fl -00 

-exp {-fl[a2+(2h-z)2p}+exp {-fl[b2+(2h-z)2]i}]dz, ... (25) 

whereas, from equation (14) the electronic current is 

iab=se:heAk[e-lLdajda-e-lLdbjdb]. • .......•••• (26) 
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The total current e:s to the whole electrode should, as a check, be given as 
the sum, itotal=iooo+Iooo by equations (25) and (26). 

It is easily shown that, when a=O, b= 00, 

i -" +1 -~s[e-(IL-A)h+1- (fL+A)e-(IL-A)h_ (fL-A)e-(ILH)h] total- ·000 0 00 -~ 2fL 2fL . 

Since lXa<fL and A; fL-A=2AlXa/(fL+A)~lXa; W"JA; (fL+A)h~l, the quantity 
in the bracket differs inappreciably from unity and itotal=e:s. 

v. PROCEDURES POR MEASURING lXa 
(a) Measurement of lXa-First Procedure 

The ratio of the currents to the annulus a<.p<.b and to the portions of 
the electrode a<.p<.oo is (a large enough to eliminate current due to NJ 

Rl = (iab +Iab)/(iaoo +Iaoo) 

=l-(iboo +1 boo)/(iaco +Ia co ) 

=1- (h/db) exp { -fLh(db/h) +Ah} +Ah(lXa/fL) J~ co exp (Ahs) . Bds 

(h/da) exp {-fLh(da/h)+Ah}+Ah(lXa/fL) J~oo exp (Ahs). Ads 

=F1(b/h, a/h, Ah, lXah, A/fL); fL~A+()(.a; d~=b2+h2, d~=a2+h2; A/!L~l, 
................ (27) 

where B=exp [-fLh(b2/h2+S2)!] -exp [-fLh{b2/h2+(2-s)2P], 

A=exp [-fLh(a2/h2+s2)i] -exp [-fLh{a2/h2-(2-s)2}!]. 

Thus, if a set of curves is prepared for an apparatus in which a/h and b/h 
are given, showing Rl as a function of Ah for a range of values of the parameter 
()(.a' then it is possible to measure lXa by measuring Rl and A. 

An extensive set of such curves has been prepared by Dr. Barbara r. H. Hall 
and measurements are of lXa to be undertaken in this department. 

(b) Measurement of lXa-Second Procedure 

A second procedure by which the unknown contribution Ie to the current 
of the ions Nc may be eliminated, is the following. 

The current to the central disk p <.a is 

(iOa)total=iOa+IOa+Ie, which, from equations (25) and (26), is 

(ioa)total=e:s[exp (Ah){l-(h/da) exp (-fLda)) 

+(A/fL)lXah{J: exp [-(fL-A)hs]ds+ J: exp [-(fL+s)hs]ds 

-exp (-2fLh) J~oo exp [(fL+A)hs]ds-J~co exp [Ahs-fLh(a2/h2+s2)i] 

+ J~oo exp [AhS-fLh{a2/h2+(2-S)2P]ds11 +Ie· .......... (28) 
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Oonsider three distances hH h2' and ha and let iH i 2, ia be the corresponding 
values of (ioahotal in an apparatus with a movable electrode. 

The values of (il-IJ, (i2-IJ, and (ia-Ie) can then be calculated for given 
values of lXa' "A, and a. 

Each typical current (ik-Icl can be expressed as a functionfk(a/hk, "Ahk, lXah, 
"A-(1.) which can be represented by a family of curves in which fk is shown as a 
function of "Ahk for a range of values of the parameter lXa. 

The ratio 

is independent of Ie and can be measured. 

The ratio R 2, in an apparatus in which hI' h2' ha and a are given, is a function 
F2("A,lXa)· Thus, from the curves for fH f2' fa, those showing R as a function of "A 
for a range of values of lXa can be constructed, and "A and lXa can be measured. 

VI. THE EFFECT OF A TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELD 
Studies of the behaviour of a stream of electrons moving under the combined 

action of an electric field Z and a magnetic field B provide additional information 
about the motions of electrons in gases. 

It is therefore of interest to attempt an extension of the theory to include 
the effects of ionization by collision and of electron attachment. 

Let the source of electrons be a small aperture (or a short slot) at the origin 
of coordinates. Let the axis Oz be antiparallel to Z and suppose that the 
magnetic field B is transverse to Z and parallel to Oy. Let the components of 
the drift speed of electrons be W z and W x, that of the ions being W Iz = WI as 
before. 

The coefficients of diffusion of electrons are D parallel to Oy and DB in 
directions perpendicular to Oy. 

The equation (3) of continuity for the electronic concentration in a steady 
stream now becomes 

dn a2n a2n a2n ---'> - -

dt =DBax2 + az2+Day2 - W· grad n-(fv-gv)n=O. .. (29) 

The variable y is eliminated by introducing in place of n the quantity q = f: CD ndy. 

Integrate equation (29) with respect to y between the limits + 00 and - 00 and 
suppose that n and its derivatives have vanished at the lateral boundaries of 
the diffusion chamber. It follows that 

that is, 
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where 

2~= WxfDm 2y= WzfDm and ocWz=(~-iv)=(OCa-OCi)Wz' 

In equation (30) write q=e~:V+YZV to obtain 

02V 02V 
ox2 + OZ2 =(~2+y2+2yoc)V =X2V. . ......... (31) 
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Solutions of equation (30) are sought in which q is the two-dimensional 
concentration of electrons per unit length from an equivalent simple line source 
along the axis Oy. The appropriate solution of equation (31) is V=.AKo(Xr) 
where .A is a constant and Ko is the modified Bessel function of the second kind 
and of zero order. 

If 8 is the rate of emission of electrons per unit length of the equivalent line 
source it may be shown from the property Ko(v)-+-log v, v-+ 0, that the solution 
of equation (31) that is sought is 

q=(8f21tDB)e[3:lJ+YZKo(xr), .............. (32) 
where r2=x2+y2. 

The solution that gives q=O over the receiving electrode z=h is obtained by 
adding an image source at (O,O,2h), that is, 

where r'2=x2+(2h-z)2. 

It follows from equation (33) that 

Oq=_8_[yq+e[3:lJ+YZS: . !Ko(Xr)+(2h-z) . ddr,Ko(Xr ')}], 
OZ 21tDB Cr dr r' 

whence 

The current received by a strip of the electrode with width a <,x<,b whose edges 
are parallel to Oy is 

. Jb (Oq) ~ab= -eDB 3""'" ax 
a uZ z~h 

= e8xheyh fb e~xKl{x(h2+x2)!}dx 
1t ~ a (h2+X2)1 

= e8XheYhjb/h e~h8Kl{Xh(1 +82)i}d8. 
( 2)~ ........ (34) 

1t a/h 1+8 ~ 

The total current carried by electrons to the electrode is obtained by extending 
the limits of integration in equation (34) to ± 00. Thus, 

itota1=Loo,00 2e8Xh exp (Yh)f OO cosh ~x. Kl{X(h2+X2)!}dx 
1t 0 (h2 +X2)l! 

e8Xh 1t =n . Xh exp (yh) . exp {_h(X2+~2)1} 

=e8 exp {y-(y2+2yoc)!h}. 
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:But oc~y, consequently y2+2yoc=(Y+OC)2_ OC2"",,(Y+OC)2 and 

itotal=esexp (-ock)=ioexp (-ock)=ioexp {-(oca-oci)k}, .. (35) 

in agreement with equation (12) except that here oc=(~-ii)/wz whereas in 
equation (12) oc=(!v-yv)/W. However, W z does not usually differ significantly 
from W in practice. 

(a) Distribution of Negative Ions 
Equation (6) now becomes 

(J2N (J2N (J2N (IN 
(Jx2 + (Jy2 + (JZ2 = 2AITz -(ocaWz/D1)n. 

Put Q=f:oo Ndy and integrate N in the equation with respect to y to obtain, 

as before, 
(J2Q (J2Q (JQ 
(Jx2+ (Jz2=2A1 (Jz -(ocaWz/D1)q, 

with the formal particular solution, for the value Qo of Q at (xo,yo,zo), 

Qo=(oca W z/21tD1) f 00 qeA,(z,,-z)Ko(A1r1)d't', (36) 

in which q is given in equation (33) and r~=(xo-x)2+(Yo-y)2+(zo-z)2. 
As before, the general solution is intractable and the approximate solution 

isIadopted. 
The ionic current to the strip a<x<b is therefore 

Iab=eoca Wzfh fb qdzdx 
-00 a 

=_a_z e~+YZ[Ko(xr)-Ko(xrf)]dzdx, esoc W fh fb 
21tDB -00 a 

where r2=x2 +z2, r'2=x2+(2k-z)2. 

Thus, the total current to the strip is 

. _ [kxeYhfb e~Kl{x(k2+x2)i}dx 
(~abhotal-es 1t a (k2+X2)i 

+Ie+;~~;f~oof: et3z+'YZ{Ko(xr)-Ko(xrf)}dzdx], 

.••••............. (37) 

where, as before, Ie is the current from ions entering through the aperture, and 
X2=~2+y2+2yoc, y= Wz /2DB• 

The procedures for measuring oca described in Section IV become inaccurate 
or inapplicable in conditions where the spread of the stream of electrons does not 
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differ greatly from that of the ions Nd that is to say when A~Al' However, by 
the application of a transverse magnetic field the stream of electrons is deflected 
from that of the ions N c' consequently, methods for measuring OCa based upon the 
analyses of this section should prove useful under conditions where A~Al' 

VII. ApPROXIMATIONS 

When the receIvrng annulus or strip is narrow then approximate values 
,of integrals such as those appearing in equations (27) and (34) may be found as 
the product of the range of integration and the value of the integrand at the 
{Jentre of the range. Also the lower limit - 00 of integrals such as those in 
equation (28) may be replaced by the physically more correct value of zero, with 
little error. These changes greatly simplify the computations. 
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